
Do you think something's wrong? Click me to try cast net.

Are you a beginner in the world of fishing? If so, one technique that you should definitely consider mastering is cast net fishing. This ancient method has been

used for centuries and is still widely practiced today. In this guide, we will explore the art of cast net fishing and provide you with all the information you need to

get started.

Understanding the Basics

Before we dive into the details, let's first understand the basics of cast net fishing. This technique involves throwing a circular net, also known as a cast net, into

the water in a way that it spreads out and sinks to the bottom. The net is then pulled back, capturing any fish that were swimming within its reach. It requires skill,

precision, and a good understanding of the underwater environment.

When it comes to choosing the right cast net, beginners should opt for a smaller size, around 6 to 8 feet in diameter. This will make it easier to handle and control.

Additionally, make sure the net is made of high-quality materials that are durable and resistant to wear and tear.

Mastering the Technique

Now that you have your cast net ready, it's time to learn the technique. Start by holding the net in your dominant hand, with the lead line resting on your wrist.

With your other hand, grab the horn of the net, which is the point opposite the lead line. Make sure the net is properly folded and ready to be thrown.

When you're ready to cast, stand with your feet shoulder-width apart and face the direction you want to throw the net. Take a step forward with your non-dominant

foot and swing the net in a circular motion, releasing it at the right moment. As the net spreads out in the air, make sure it opens up completely before it hits the

water.

Once the net is in the water, let it sink to the bottom for a few seconds to allow the fish to swim into it. Then, start pulling the net back towards you, gathering the

lead line as you go. This should create a "purse" effect, trapping the fish inside the net. Finally, lift the net out of the water, being careful not to let any fish escape.

Tips and Tricks

As a beginner, it's important to keep a few tips and tricks in mind to improve your cast net fishing skills. Firstly, practice makes perfect. Spend time honing your

technique in different environments and conditions to become more proficient. Secondly, pay attention to the tides and currents, as they can greatly affect the

success of your cast net fishing. Lastly, always be patient and observant. Look for signs of fish activity, such as splashing or birds diving, to increase your

chances of a successful catch.

Conclusion

The art of cast net fishing is a fascinating and rewarding technique that every beginner angler should explore. By understanding the basics, mastering the

technique, and following some helpful tips, you can enhance your fishing experience and increase your chances of a successful catch. So grab your cast net,

head to the nearest fishing spot, and enjoy the thrill of this ancient fishing method.
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